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StarTribe Community Rules of Engagement

These are the rules for our Community. Please read them carefully.

Keep comments and responses focused on the topic. This will make the information easier to access
as our forum grows.

1) Keep in mind the purpose of the StarTribe: We are here to explore Inelia and Larryʼs podcasts and
classes. We are here to foster and grow high frequency relationships. Keep this in mind, and
ensure your comments, your engagement in the further explorations of these podcasts and
classes have this as a focus.

2) If you have a compatible service or product youʼd like to share that is topic specific, please share it
with us first and get permission. We are happy to share and be shared by compatible community
members, in an agreeable fashion. Email Ashley for permission (ashley@ineliabenz.com).

3) There are public free posts, and there are subscription only posts. Feel free to share widely any
public post that you feel would benefit the people you are connected with. Use consideration
please with the comments others make, and ask permission before sharing what might be
considered a private conversation. High frequency rules of engagement please.

4) Think before you comment. In today's internet culture it is easy to write before we really consider
what we are about to say or to write simply to be seen. Please treat the platform as a sacred space
for learning, studying, expansion of awareness, community, and connection. For casual social
interaction, we invite you to use the StarTribe Telegram group. If you leave SubscribeStar youmay
remain in the StarTribe Telegram group.

The Telegram Group: https://t.me/+aUdv646f9j9jYmM5

5) Anyone involved in or actively indulging in the victim/aggressor cycle, attacking or accusing
others, and generally invalidating, belittling or insulting other members either in the forum, via
personal messages, in study groups, classes, or telegram groups, will be informed that this
behavior is not tolerated on this platform. If it continues, various methods to de-escalate will be
used depending on severity up to and including canceling your membership in the group.

6) If you have had negative interactions with a certain person, please share this with Ashley Swail,
Community Manager, via email (ashley@ineliabenz.com). Transparency and Clarity are a key
component of this community. It also helps the staff know if there are patterns occurring within
the community, and can thus address situations better.
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